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1. INTR~DUOTI~N 
This article continues previous work by the authors [4, 51, and contains 
proofs of the results announced in [6], as well as several other new theorems. 
Relatively few of our earlier results are required in the present article, and we 
have tried to make it as self-contained as practicable. 
The following notation and definitions will be used throughout: 
D = field of characteristic p (p f  0). 
G = finite group, H = subgroup of G. 
G-module: finitely generated left SZG-module. 
lo: L? with trivial action of G. 
For V = H module, VG = induced G module = OG &J. 
For M = G module, MH = restriction of M to H. 
dim M: L? dimension of M. 
Direct summands of induced modules {P : V = H module} are called 
(G, H) projective. 
* This work was partially supported by a research contract with the National 
Science Foundation. 
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The relative Grothendieck ring a(G, H) is the free abelian group generated 
by the symbols [Ml, where M ranges over representatives of all isomorphism 
classes of G modules, modulo the subgroup generated by all expressions 
[M] - [L] - [N] where 
O+L-+M+N-+O 
ranges over all H-split exact sequences of G modules. The ring structure of 
a(G, H) is obtained by defining [M][N] = [M @o N], with diagonal action 
ofGonM@N. 
When H = G, we get (schematically) 
a(G, G) = G modules/direct sum. 
Call this the representation ring of G, and denote it by a(G) for brevity. 
When H = 1, we obtain 
a(G, 1) = G modules/composition factors. 
Call this the character ring of G, since it is isomorphic to the ring of Brauer 
characters of G. 
Let k(G, H) be the ideal of a(G) generated by all (G, H) projective modules. 
The map 
K : k(G, H) -+ a(G, H), 
given by [M] -+ [Ml, is the Cartan homomorphism. As shown in ([4], Theorem 
2. I), when H n G the map K is manic, and its cokernel is a p-torsion abelian 
group. 
If  K C H C G are groups, there is a restriction map 
res : a(G, K) + a(H, K), 
given by [M] + [M*]. This map is dearly a ring homomorphism. There is 
also a map a(G, H) + a(G, K), since H-split G-exact sequences are also 
K-split. 
On the other hand, under suitable hypotheses there exists a well-defined 
induction map 
ind : a(H, K) -+ a(G, K), 
given by [V] + [ VG]. This is the case whenever K n G, or more generally, 
whenever there exist elements g, ,..., g, E G such that 
G =Ug&, UgiK =uK.i. 
1 z a 
See (E51, (2.1)). 
We quote for the reader’s convenience the following key lemma, which is in 
fact a generalization of Schanuel’s lemma, and which gives us a way of 
obtaining relations in a(G, H). 
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(1.1). PUSHOUT LEMMA Let F, M, N be G modules, and suppose there 
exists a commutative diagram 
F”M 
where 01, /3 are G monomorphisms, and p, a are H homomorphisms. Then the 
G-exact sequences 
O-+M-+P-tcokerfl+O, O-+N-+P-+cokercx+O 
are both H-split, where P is the pushout of the pair (01, /3), and so the followi~ 
equality holds in a(G, H): 
[Ml - PWI = WI - PW’l. 
Proof. See ([4], (3.5)) or ([5], (3.1)). 
To conclude this introduction, we state some of our major results which 
appear in fact as special cases of more complicated theorems below: 
(2.1) If  H is a cyclic subgroup of a p group G, then res : a(G, H) z a(H) 
is a ring isomorphism. 
(4.7) Let H be an arbitrary normal subgroup of ap group G, and suppose 
that G = U g,H where each gi centralizes H. Then res : a(G, H) s a(H). 
(5.2) Let H be a normal p subgroup of an arbitrary group G, where 
G = U g,H with each gi centralizing H. Suppose Sz algebraically closed. 
Then there is a ring isomorphism 
a(G H) GZ a(H) 0~ a(G/H, 1). 
(6.14) Let H be a normal p subgroup of G, and assume Q algebraically 
closed. Suppose that for each prime q # p, the q-Sylow subgroups of G/H 
are cyclic. Then the image of res : a(G) + a(H) equals the subring T of 
a(H) spanned by all self-conjugate H-modules. 
Added in proof: Simpler proofs of (4.7) and (5.2) are given in [8], using 
another method of attack. 
2. CASE OF CYCLIC SUBGROUP H 
We begin by studying a(G, H) when H is a cyclic p subgroup of G. If  H 
is further assumed normal in G, the structure and properties of a(G, H) 
have been fully described in [4]. Without the hypothesis of normality, 
however, the determination of a(G, H) appears less susceptible to the 
techniques of [4]. Our goal is to construct in a natural manner some finite set 
of free generators for a(G, H), and to use these to describe the Cartan map 
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K : k(G, H) -+ a(G, H) explicitly. As shown below, this can be done in the 
special case where G is itself ap group. (For more general groups G, however, 
we have been able to carry out this program only for groups of small order, 
such as A, or S, , with Ha nonnormal subgroup of order 2. These calculations 
may be found in [7]). 
The main theorem of this section is as follows. 
(2.1) THEOREM. Let H be a cyclic subgroup of a p group G. Then the 
restriction map 
res : a(G, H) -+ a(H) 
is a ring isomorphism. The cokernel of the Curtun map K : k(G, H) -+ a(G, H) 
is a jinite abelian p group, whose order is the product of the integers 
[N,(K) : H]+‘([K:ll), 
where K ranges over all subgroups of H, and v is the Euler v function. 
We shall use the following notation in the proof. 
H = <a>, ah = 1 , h = [H: 11, a= a - 1 E~HCQG, 
ah = 0, V,,, = indecomposable H module of dimension m. 
For M a nonzero G-module, let 6(M) be the largest integer j such that 
C&-1M contains a nonzero G-submodule of M. Of course 1 < 6(M) < h 
always. (If H n G, then for each i, afM is already a G-module, and then 
6(M) is the largest j such that c&l&f f 0). 
We begin the proof with 
(2.2) LEMMA. For each j, 1 < j < h, there exists a G-module Qj such that 
S(Qj) =j. 
Two proofs. 1. Consider the right ideal & * SZG in S2G, and let Mj be the 
largest left G-module contained in & . GG (so Mj is the sum of all left 
G-modules in orj * QG). Set Q, = BG/M, , a left G-module. Then 
dQj = ajsZG/Mj , so contains no nonzero G-submodule. To prove that 
S(Q,) = j, we need only show that d-lQp contains a nonzero G-submodule. 
Pick any G composition series for 8G refining 0 C Mj C SG, and let 
Ph-j+I be the term just above M, , so that Ph-j+JMj is irreducible. Since 
u E rad L?G (because G is a p group), we have consequently oQh-,+r C Mj . 
Furthermore, 
G---i - &h-j+l C &-*Mj C &--j . &2G = 0. 
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Hence, ah-j+rP -. h 3+1 = 0, and so P,L-i+l C &lSZG. Therefore, 
which completes the proof that S(Qi) = j. 
For later use we note that since Mi is the maximal left G module contained 
in CX~QG, Ph-i+l cannot be contained in orjGG. Thus as vector spaces 
for some x 6 &OG. We have 
&jPh+l = &-j(Mj @ JJx) = O(ola-jx) = l-dimensional space, 
Lyh--j+lPa-j+l = 0. 
Therefore, the Krull-Schmidt decomposition of Ph--i+l as H module is given 
by 
(Ph-j+l)H = vh-j+, @ O( vh-i+l), (2.3) 
where o( Vm) denotes a direct sum of indecomposable modules of dimensions 
less than m. We shall make use of this decomposition in Remark 2.8. 
2. In this second proof we shall construct another set of modules {Qj}, 
which are principal left ideals in SZG. Let 
and for eachj, 1 < j < h, set 
Yi = {y E SG : &‘y = s}, I= 1~ sS2GCradGG. 
Since c$-rOG is a nonzero right ideal in GG, it contains the unique minimal 
right ideal IRS, and thus s = ah-l5 for some 5 E SZG. Therefore, ah-j8 E Yj , 
so Yjf %. 
Consider the descending chain of subsets of Yi : 
Y,IIn Y,r)I*n YjX me.. 
Since I is nilpotent (being contained in rad OG), and since 0 $ Yj , there 
exists a unique integer d such that 
Ian Yj* 0, Ia+1 n Yj = 0. (2.4) 
Choose any y E Id n Yj and set Tj = 52G . y, a principal left ideal of IRG. 
We claim that 6(Tj) = j. Indeed, s = ari-ry E &lTj , so &lTj contains the 
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nonzero G submodule Qs. If also dTj contains a nonzero G module, then it 
contains the unique minimal left ideal J2s of QG, and so s E dTi . Therefore, 
we can write s = c&y for some y E S2G. In that case oli-l * ayy = s, so 
cxw E Yj . But also 
0”~ E (a - .nG)I” = P+l, 
whence ayy E Id+l n Yj , contradicting the second equation in (2.4). This 
shows that S( Tj) = j, and completes the second proof of the lemma. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. 
Step 1. Let M be any nonzero G module, and let 6(M) = j, where 
1 < j < h. Thus &lM contains a nonzero G module, whereas ajM does not. 
Since G is a p group, &lM contains an irreducible G module F e lG , 
and we may write F = 52 . a+-lrn for some m E M. Then OJI’ = 0 gives 
dm = 0. Define 
P = Grn + l&m + a** + LW1m. (2.5) 
We claim that the sum is direct, and also that P n ajM = 0. For suppose 
that 
a,m + alam + em* + aj-,cklm E dM, a$EQ. 
Multiplying by &l, and using the fact that &rn = 0, we get a,&lm E dM, 
so a, = 0 (otherwise F C dM). Now go back and multiply by &2, getting 
a, = 0, and so on until we see that each a, = 0. Thus we have shown that the 
sum in (2.5) is direct, and so PH g V, . 
Next we show that P is an H-direct summand of M. As is well known, this 
is the case if and only if 
&M n P = akP, 1 <K<h. 
For K 3 j, this holds because both sides are 0. For K < j, suppose 
z E arkM n P, and write 
z = aOm + alolm + *** + aj-lffi-lWZ, aiE9. 
Since z E orkM we have C&~X E cdM, and thus 
kkz E OliM n P = 0. 
Butthena, = me* = akel = 0, and so z E akP, as desired. 
Step 2. We have shown above that any G module M for which 6(M) = j 
contains a one-dimensional G submodule F with F C P C M, where P is an 
H-direct summand of M, and PH g Vj . If Q is another G module for which 
S(Q) = j, then likewise we may write F C P’ CQ, with P’ an H-direct 
summand of Q such that Pw’ E Vj . 
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Consider the diagram 
1 
--+ P’ -Q 
where the horizontal and vertical arrows denote inclusions. There is an 
H isomorphism 7 making the small triangle commute. Since P is an H-direct 
summand of M, and P’ of Q, we can extend r to an H homomorphism u, and 
7 -l to p, so as to make the large triangles commute. But then the Pushout 
Lemma 1.1 tells us that 
[Ml = [Ql - [Q/F1 + PWI in a(G, H). (2.6) 
Note that dim(M/F) < dim M. 
Now use the modules Qf constructed in Lemma 2.2, where in particular 
we may pick Qr = lo (of course 8(1o) = 1). I n each Qj choose an irreducible 
submodule Fi C a’-‘Qj , and set 
tj = [Qjl - [Qj/Fjl E 4Gs H), 1 <j<h. 
Note that t, = [lo]. Using induction on dim M, it follows from (2.6) that the 
elements t, ,..., t, span the additive group a(G, H). 
Step 3. We may now proceed in either of two ways. The first is to observe 
that for each indecomposable H module Vj (1 < j < h), the induced module 
Vjo is also indecomposable (by [2], Theorem 8). Hence, k(G, H) has 2 rank k. 
Since K : k(G, H) + a(G, H) is manic ([5], Proposition 3.7), this means that 
a(G, H) has 2 rank > h. Since we have found h generators for u(G, H) it 
follows at once that (tl ,..., th} is a free Z-basis for u(G, H). 
We give another approach, however, which is somewhat more direct. 
Consider the restriction map res : u(G, H) -+ u(H). Each image res tj is a sum 
of expressions [V’] with various multiplicities, which can be gotten by 
determining 
d, = dim(azQ,) - dim(a”(Qj/Fj)), O<Z<k-I. 
For 1 < j - 1, we have az(Qj/F,) = a”Qj/Fi since F, C azQj , and therefore 
dr F l.ForZ>j, 
Fj - Fi g Fj A &Qj = a"Qj 7 
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so dl = 0. But the element [ Vj] - [ V+r] E a(H) has precisely this same set of 
d<s, and therefore, 
res tj = [Vj] - [V,-r], 1 <j<h. 
Since WA..., [vhl> are a free 2 basis for a(H), this proves that res is epic, 
and also that {t r ,..., th) is a free 2 basis for a(G, H). Furthermore, since 
res is a ring homomorphism in any case, we have now proved that 
res : a(G, H) s a(H) is a ring isomorphism, as claimed. 
Before going further with the proof of Theorem 2.1, we make two 
observations. 
(2.7) Remark. We could have arranged the proof up to this point so as to 
force the existence of the modules Qj , without use of Lemma 2.2. Indeed, we 
showed above that t, ,..., th span u(G, H), although possibly some may fail 
to exist. On the other hand, the argument involving the Cartan homo- 
morphism K showed that u(G, H) has 2 rank > h, so each t, must exist. 
Hence, for each j, 1 < j < h, there must be a G module Qi with S(QJ = j. 
We chose to establish the existence of the Qi by Lemma 2.2 so as to make the 
later arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.1 somewhat more concrete. 
(2.8) Remark. The isomorphism (2.3) gives an equation 
H?L~+I1 = iYh-j+ll + WL+dl 
in u(H). Hence, we may conclude that ([I’,],..., [PA]} also constitute a free 
2 basis for u(G, H). These have a psychological advantage over the (t,} in that 
they arise from genuine representations of G. 
Step 4. To complete the proof of the theorem, we must evaluate coker K, 
where K : k(G, H) -+ u(G, H). As shown at the beginning of Step 3, k(G, H) is 
2 free on the elements {[Vjc] : 1 < j < h}. Using the isomorphism r-es 
above, we have 
coker K g u(H) / 3 Z[(I’,.G)H]. 
7=1 
We need only prove that this quotient is a p group of the desired order. We 
shall use 
(2.9) LEMMA. Let T = pfm, where p T m. Then 
where n, is a power of p. Indeed, if K is the unique subgroup of H of index pl, 
then nr = [NC(K) : H]. 
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Proof. For the moment let K be any subgroup of H, and let 4 = [H : K]. 
Denote by W, an indecomposable K module of dimension s. Then WsH 
is an indecomposable H module of dimension qs, so WSH s V,, . Now 
suppose that [H : K] = pf where f is as given in the lemma, so r = pfm, 
p { m. Then 
VT = V& s ( Wm), 
Write down an (H, K)-double coset decomposition of G, say G = (Jb HbK. 
By the Mackey Subgroup Theorem (see [l], (44.2)) we have 
Now b @ W, s W,, as K modules, so in the above formula we may replace 
each b @ W, by Wm. For those terms where [H : bKb-l CT H] > pf, we 
have 
PW,,,-I,,>” = vl (w), where pf+l / 1. 
Hence, terms V’l for which pf+l{ 1 can only come from those b’s for which 
[H : bKb-l n H] < pf. But [H : K] = pf, so the preceding inequality holds 
if and only if [H : bKb-l n H] = pf, that is, if and only if bKb-l = K, 
since K is the unique subgroup of H of index pf. Hence, we have shown that 
terms V, with pf+l 7 1 arise only from those elements b which lie in N&K); 
and for each such b, the corresponding V1 is precisely W,,,H, that is, V,. itself. 
How many terms corresponding to elements b E NC(K) actually occur in 
the above formula ? Write N = N,(K) for brevity; then H C IV, and we 
may set N = viz1 Hbi . We have Hb,K = HKb, = Hb, , so b, ,..., b, lie in 
different (H, K)-double cosets of G. Thus on the right-hand side of (2.10), 
the term V, occurs exactly 1z times, where n = [NC(K) : H] = n, . This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Continuing with the proof of our theorem, we note that in evaluating the 
order of coker K, we have to express each [( V,.G)X] in terms of [VI],..., [V,]. 
The order of coker K is then the determinant of the matrix of coefficients so 
obtained. For a fixed K such that [H : K] = pf, the number of possible 
choices for r = pfm, p f m, is exactly equal to p(p+f), where [H : l] = pe, 
and v is the Euler 9 function. Since p+f = [K : I], we obtain a factor 
[NC(K) : H]B([~:~]) in the above determinant, corresponding to the given 
subgroup K. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
We remark in closing that the latter part of Theorem 2.1 can be interpreted 
in a setting free from the concepts of relative Grothendieck groups and 
(G, H)-projective modules. We state this interpretation, and leave the easy 
proof to the reader. 
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(2.11) COROLLARY. Let a E G, where G is a p group, and set H = (a), 
a=a-lEEG, 
dij = dim(&1 * $I&’ . &I), 1 <i, j<[H:l]. 
Then 
1 det(djJl = n [N,(K) : Il]m([=“), 
I I K 
where K ranges over all subgroups of H. 
3. REDUCTION FORMULAS IN a(G,H) AND a(H) 
We introduce the following additional notation, to be used for the remainder 
of this paper. 
H C G: arbitrary finite groups, not necessarily p groups unless so stated. 
[G:H]=r,G=gIHu~~~ug,H,gI=l. 
lo : J2 with trivial action of G. 
E : ( In)G + 1 o is defined by c(gi @ 1) = 1. 
J = kernel of E. 
In this section we shall establish various general equations in a(G, H) and 
a(H) which will serve as main tools in subsequent calculations. While some 
of these equations hold true quite generally, others require certain additional 
hypotheses, which we shall have to verify when we come to apply these 
equations. The relations to be obtained involve the elements [I’“] E a(G, H) 
and res[P] in a(H), where V is some H module. As we shall see, these 
equations contain vital information about the relative Grothendieck rings 
themselves. 
Let MO C M be G modules, and define h(M,,) as the .Q subspace of (MH)G 
spanned by the set of elements 
{x~x-~m,-1~m,,:x~G,m,~M~}. 
For h E H we have 
gih @ (gih)-lm, = g,h @ h-‘g;‘m, = g, @g,‘rn, , 
and so h(M,) has Q-basis 
(gi @g;‘rns - 1 @m s : 2 < i < r; m,, ranges over Q basis of Ms}. 
Hence, dim h(M,-,) = (r - 1) dim MO . An easy calculation shows that 
X(M,,) is a G-submodule of (MH)G. 
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(3.1) THEOREM. Let H be any subgroup of G, and M,, any G submodule of 
the G module M. Then the following equation holds true in a(G, H): 
[gg] = PI + VI. [$I. 
Proof. The G-module J was defined as the kernel of E, so there is an exact 
sequence 
o+J-(lJ$)G~ lG-+o. (3.2) 
The G epimorphism E is H split by the map 1 o + (la)G given by 
(Y + g, @ 01, 01 E Q. Therefore, 
[Jl = [(lH)Gl - [lGl in a(G, H). (3.3) 
On the other hand, tensor (3.2) with M to obtain a new H-split G-exact 
sequence 
O+ J@nM+(lH)G@,M-+M--,O, (3.4) 
where G acts diagonally on the first two nonzero terms. The Frobenius 
reciprocity theorem (see [9], Lemma 1.1) gives 
(1~)’ On M = (1~ On Ma)’ = (MdG, 
so (3.4) becomes 
O-+ J@QMS(MH)G~M~O. 
Now 
(MEI)’ = i@ gi 0 M, 
i-l 
J = t$2@ QXgi - 1) 0 11. 
Because of the isomorphism used in the reciprocity theorem, the maps T and 
E’ are given by 
T{(gi - 1) @m} =g, @g;lm - 1 am, c’(gi @ m) = gim. 
It is then clear that h(M,,) = T( J @ M,,), which actually prowes that h(M,) is 
a G submodule of (M,)G. 
We may now write an exact sequence of G-modules 
o : J 0 M 71, MAC ’ 
IBM, 
-%M+O. 
Wfo) 
(3.5) 
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This is Hsplit, with a splitting map for E’ being given by m + g, @ m+h(M,,), 
m E M. Hence, 
in u(G, H). However, 
[ 
JOM 
JO4 1 [ = J@$] = [Jl.[$] 
in a(G, H) [and indeed even in a(G)]. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
(3.6) COROLLARY. Using (3.3) and the Frobenius reciprocity theorem, the 
equation in Theorem 3.1 may be rewritten as 
= WI + [@&dGl - WI in Q(G, H), 
where M = M/M,. 
(3.7) Remark. If we assume that His a normal subgroup of G, then every 
G/H module can be viewed as a G module upon which H acts trivially. The 
augmentation ideal of the group algebra @G/H) can be thus viewed as 
G module, and it is easily seen that J is G isomorphic to this augmentation 
ideal. Both J and (lH)o are H-trivial G modules. Furthermore, let us write 
[(ldGl = c Wil, b, E 2, 
in the character ring @(G/H, l), w h ere the Fi are irreducible G/H modules. 
Then the same equation holds true in a(G, H) when we view each F, as an 
H-trivial G module. In particular, if G/H is a p group, there is only one type 
of irreducible G/H module, namely 1 o/jr . The preceding discussion then gives 
[(ldGl = r[lGl in a(G, H), 
where r = [G : H]. 
Using this remark, we prove: 
(3.8) PROPOSITION. Let H n G, and let r = [G : H] be a power of p. 
Then the composition of maps 
u(G, H) -% a(H) =+ a(G, H) 
coincides with multiplication by r on a(G, H). The kernel of res is therefore a 
torsion group of exponent r. Further, if M and N are (G, H)-projective G 
modules, then Ma s NH if and onZy if M z N. 
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Proof. Since G/H is ap group, the preceding remark shows that [(lrr)G] = 
r[lo] in a(G, H). Therefore, 
[(~H)Gl = [VH 0 JGdGl = CVdG 0 Ml = ~[~I 
in u(G, H), which proves the first assertion above. 
Second, let M, N be (G, H) projectives such that n/r, s iVR. Then 
res(K([M] - [N])} = 0, where K : K(G, H) -+ a(G, H). Therefore, TK anni- 
hilates [M] - L;N], whence K annihilates r([M] - [N]). Since K is manic and 
K(G, H) is torsion free, we get [M] = [N] in a(G). Thus, M z N as desired. 
Now let us continue our investigations in the direction suggested by 
Theorem 3.1. The H-split sequence (3.5) gives an H isomorphism 
Our next main result in (3.14) below gives an analogous isomorphism in 
which M, is replaced by an arbitrary H module I’. However, for this 
construction we shall have to require that H n G, as well as imposing 
certain restrictions on V. 
(3.9) DEFINITION. Let H n G. An H module V is called self-con&ate 
(relative to G) if x @ V z V as H modules for each x E G; here, the action of 
H on x @ V is given by 
h(x @ v) = x @ h%, h” = x-lhx, heH, v E v. 
Whether or not V is self-conjugate, its inertia group K is defined as 
(x~G:x@v~ V}.It is easily checked that K is a subgroup of G containing 
H (see [I], Section 49.) 
Suppose that V is a self-conjugate H module. For each x E G, there is an 
H-isomorphism x @ V g V, given by x @ v -+ #o(v), v E V, and so we 
have 
h * qbz = & * hs on V, for all h E H. (3.10) 
Conversely, the existence of a family (3, : x E G} of Q automorphisms of V 
satisfying (3.10), guarantees that V is self-conjugate. 
In particular, let G = U g,H, g, = 1, and suppose that we have already 
found Sz automorphisms (&,,p : 1 < i < r} satisfying (3.10) with x = gi , 
and such that &I = identity. Then for arbitrary x E G we may de$ne 
#z = &,i * K if x = g&, k E H; an easy calculation shows that (3.10) holds for 
this tiz . The family {h} thus obtained satisfies not only (3.10), but also the 
conditions 
~4, = h, #a = ~4, - h, g E G, hEH. 
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We call such a family {I/ z : x E G> a quasi-G-structure on V. Note that if 
V = MB, M a G module, then choosing $I~ = left multiplication by x on 
M, we obtain a quasi-G-structure on V. Thus for an arbitrary self-conjugate 
H module V, a quasi-G-structure may be thought of as an attempt to 
generalize a genuine G structure. 
Starting with a quasi-G-structure on an arbitrary self-conjugate H module 
V, and an H submodule V,, C V, let V( V,) be the Q subspace of VG spanned by 
the set of elements 
{gi @ g;wo - 1 @ w0 : 2 Q i \( r, V, E V}. (3.11) 
Then V( V,) is surely an H submodule of VG, since for h E H, 
= gi @ &$lho, - 1 @ hv, E V( V,). 
Notice that the elements in (3.11), in which w. ranges over an Q basis of V, , 
form an Q basis of v(V,). Thus dim v(V,) = (r - I) dim V,, . In general, 
however, V( V,) need not be a G submodule of VG. In order to achieve this, we 
introduce another definition. 
(3.12) DEFINITION. Let (# r : x E G} be a quasi-G-structure for the 
H module V. An H submodule V,, of V is suitable for this quasi-G-structure if 
(i) &( V,) = V,, for all x E G, and 
(ii) I&, = #.&, on V, , for all x, y  E G. 
This is motivated by the useful fact 
(3.13) LEMMA. Let V, be suitable for the quasi-G-structure {& : x E G) 
on V. Then V( V,) is a G submodule of VG, and coincides with the 52 subspace of 
VG spanned by the elements 
{x @ &‘wo - 1 @ w. : x E G, w. E V,}. 
Proof. For h E Hand x E G, we have 
xh @ i,b;;wo - 1 @ er, = xh @ (I,& - h)-‘w. - 1 @ et, 
= x @ &lwo - 1 @ DO . 
Letting x = g, , the second part of the proposition is proved. 
481/14/z-10 
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To show that I( V,,) is a G submodule of VG, observe that 
y{x @ &‘w, - 1 0 ve} = yx @ @w, - y @ 00 
= YX 0 K~@Y~0) - Y 0 wo 
= {YX 0 vG&Po> - 1 0 ~~1~0)~ 
+o @APO-Y O~oo), 
which lies in v( V,). This completes the proof. 
(3.14) THEOREM. Let H d G, and let {& : x E G} be a quasi-G-structure 
on the self-conjugate H module V. Let V, be any H submodule of V. Then there 
is an H isomorphism 
(vc)“= 
4Vo) - 
VO(r-l)$ 
0 
wtie r = [G : H]. If furthermore, V. is suitable for this qua&G-structure, 
then 
( u(g) 1, gV@(r-1);. 0 
Proof. It suffices to prove the first part, since it clearly implies the second 
part by the preceding lemma. Let V = V/V,, and define (p : VG + 
V@(r - 1)Vby 
bars denoting images in V. Then ~{v(Vo)} = 0, since v(V,) is spanned by 
the elements (3.11). Therefore, p induces a map 
p : VG/v(Vo) --f V @ (r - l)V, 
and this is clearly epic. It is also manic, since 
dim(VG/V(Vo)) = Y dim V - (Y - 1) dim V, = dim V + (Y - 1) dim v. 
Finally, q~ is an H homomorphism since 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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The following special case of the theorem will be needed in Section 4. 
(3.15) COROLLARY. Let H A G, and let G = u g,H where each gf 
centralizes H. Let V, C V be arbitrary H modules, and let ,u( V,) be the Q 
subspace of VG spanned by the elements 
{gi @ 0, - 1 @ o. : 2 < i < Y, vO E V,}. 
Then p( V,) is an H submodule of VG, and there is an H isomorphism 
(VG)&(Vo6) GE v 0 (y - w9 v = v/v,. 
For 1 < i, j < Y, let 
gigi = gthii 2 hi, E HP 
and suppose that each hii acts trivially on V, . Then p( V,,) is a G submodule of 
VG, and 
(VG/P(V,)), Es v 0 (1. - 1)T. 
Proof. Since eachg, E C,(H), we may take &i = identity map on V, and 
set $Oih = h, 1 < i < Y, thereby obtaining a quasi-G-structure on V. 
Since V( V,) is spanned by the elements (3.1 l), it is immediate that 
V( V,) = p( V,) in this case. Furthermore, if each h, acts trivially on V, , 
then V,, is suitable relative to this quasi-G-structure. The result now follows 
from Theorem 3.14. 
4. CASE OF CENTRALIZING COSET REPRESENTATIONS 
Throughout this section, let H n G, let G = & g,H, g, = 1, where 
each gi centralizes H. We set 
gigj = g&j 3 hij E HP 1 < i, j < r. 
The main results of this section are given in Theorems 4.6 and 4.7 below. 
Starting with arbitrary G modules M,, C AI, we constructed at the beginning 
of Section 3 a G submodule A(&&) of (Ma)o. On the other hand (M&C MH, 
and if each h, acts trivially on MO, then as in (3.15) we may define a G 
submodule p(M,,) of (MEI)G (technically we should use the notation p[(M&], 
but this is too cumbersome). Our first basic result relates the quotients of 
(MH)o by each of these two submodules. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let MO C M be G modules uch that each h,, acts trivially 
on MO, and each g, acts trikially on every composition factor of MO . Then 
[w] = [J$$-] in a(G,H). 
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Proof. Use induction on dim M,, , the result being clear when M0 = 0. 
I f  dim M,, = 1, then by hypothesis each gi acts trivially on M,, , and then 
Wfo) and P(M,) b o viously coincide. Now let dim M, > 1, and let X be any 
irreducible submodule of M, . Then by hypothesis each gi acts trivially on X. 
Define M = M/X, M, = M,/X, so M, C m. These modules satisfy the 
same hypotheses as MO and M, so the induction hypothesis yields 
K~H)~/WJI = KMH)~/PMJI in 4GW. 
Next we show that the sequence of G modules 
(4.2) 
o ~ 1 0 X + Wfo) a> (MdG B, @%I)~ ---f o 
wfo) wfo) w@o) 
(4.3) 
is exact; here j3 is induced by the map M + M, and 01 is induced by the 
inclusion 1 @ XC (MH)G. Clearly /3 is epic, OL is manic, and /3a = 0. The 
sequence is exact, since the dimensions of the modules in (4.3) are, respec- 
tively, 
dimX,rdimM-(r-1)dimM,,r(dimM-dimX)-(r-l)(dimM,-dimX), 
with alternating sum 0. 
If  we set 
N 
0 
= 1 OX+WMo) 
Wfo) ’ 
then (NO)H E X,; further, each g, acts trivially on No , since 
g,(l Ox) =giax =g&g;ix= 1 @x [mod Wfo)l . 
Analogously, there is a G-exact sequence 
’ PGAG 
O+N,‘“+-+- 
tofo) 
WAG --+ o 
PG@o) ’ 
(4.4) 
where No’ = [l @ X + p(Mo)]/p(Mo). Again, (No’);, z X, , and each gi 
acts trivially on No’ since 
g,(l @ x) = gi @ x = 1 0 x [mod dMo)l. 
Furthermore, the map y  : No’ -+ No defined by 
Al 0 x + p(Mo)) = 1 0 x + Wfo), XEX, 
is a G isomorphism of No’ onto No . 
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Now form the diagram 
WE)” N&N,&- 
wfo) 
a’ 
(WdG 
AMO) 
where (modulo p and h) 
Pki 0 4 = gi 0 gilfl, u(gj @ m) = gi @g;lm. 
It is easily seen that p and u are well-defined on the respective quotients of 
WdG, and that 01’ = pcfy, ory = uo1’. Furthermore, p and u are H homo- 
morphisms, since each gi centralizes H. Let us check this for p, say. Using the 
fact that gi E Co(H), we have 
p[h(gi @ m)] = p(gi @ h@m) = g, @gi - hg”m 
= g, @ hg’ * gim = gihg* @ g,m 
= h(g, 63~) = hp(gj 0 4. 
Therefore, by the Pushout Lemma 1 .l we have in a(G, H): 
[-$‘$$-I - [coker a] = [-$$$-I - [coker 01’1, 
But coker 01 and coker 01’ can be obtained from the exact sequences (4.3) and 
(4.4), and then [coker a] = [coker 01’1 in a(G, H) by virtue of the induction 
hypothesis (4.2). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
In order to apply Theorem 4.1, we shall need some way of deciding when 
its hypotheses are valid. A useful step in this direction is as follows. 
(4.5) LEMMA. Let G/H be a p group, and let MO be any G module on which 
each hij acts trivially. Then each gi acts trivially on every composition factor 
OfMom 
Proof. Using induction on dii MO , it suffices to consider the case where 
M,, is an irreducible G module. We shall use our given set of centralizing coset 
representatives {gi : 1 < i < Y> to make M,, into a G/H module, by defining 
the action of G/H on M,, thus: 
(g@) * m. = gimo , 1 <i<r, moEMo. 
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We must check that 
wmgm * mo = km * U&H) * mol. 
But (g,H)(g,H) = g,H, where gig, = g& , hij E H, so the left-hand side is 
precisely g,m, . The right-hand expression equals 
(g8) * (gjmo) = g,gPo = gzkjmo = gzmo , 
since each h, acts trivially on MO . Thus MO is indeed a G/H module, as 
claimed. 
Now G/H is ap group acting on MO , so the subset L of fixed elements under 
this action is nonzero. Here 
L={nzo~Mo:ginaO=mo,l <i<r). 
But m, EL implies also hrn, EL, since each gi centralizes h. Hence, L is a 
nonzero G submodule of MO, so L = MO , which proves that each gi acts 
trivially on MO, as desired. 
Suppose now that K n H n G. The object of this section is to establish 
that under suitable conditions, the restriction map res : a(G, K) -+ a(H, K) 
is a ring isomorphism. Our first major result in this direction is as follows. 
(4.6) THEOREM.** Let K n H n G, where G/H is a p group, and where 
G = u g,H, g, = 1, with each gi centralsking H. Set gigj = gzh, , A, E H. 
Suppose that each hij acts trivially on every H module W whose restriction W, is 
semisimple (that is, a sum of irredzrcible K modules). Then there is a ring 
isomorphism 
res : a(G, K) s a(H, K). 
If G is a p group and we take K = H in the above, we obtain as a corollary: 
(4.7) THEOREM. Let H be a normal subgroup of the p group G, and suppose 
there exists a set of centralizing coset representative of H in G. Then 
is a ring isomorphism. 
res : a(G, H) g a(H) 
We make two remarks before beginning the proof of (4.6): 
(i) If G = H x P is a direct product, where P is a p group, then the 
elements of P form a set of centralizing coset representatives of H in G. Here 
each h, = 1, K may be any normal subgroup of H, and we obtain from (4.6): 
a(G, K) g a(H, K). But this is in fact weaker than our previously established 
Excision Theorem ([5], 3.2) which states that a(P * H, K) z a(H, K) if P is 
a normal p subgroup of the semidirect product P - H, and K is any subgroup 
of H. 
** See footnote to Theorem 5.1. 
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(ii) In the notation of (4.6), suppose that K is a p group, and that each 
h, E K. Then automatically each hii acts trivially on every H module W for 
which W, is semisimple. 
We now give the proof of Theorem 4.6. 
Step 1. For a nonzero H module V, let socg(V) be its K socle, that is, 
the sum of all irreducible K submodules of P’. If W is any irreducible K 
submodule of V, so is hW (for h E H), since for x E K, x - hW = h - xhW. 
Thus socly( V) is a nonzero H submodule of V. Analogously, since K n G, 
the K socle of any nonzero G module M is a nonzero G submodule of M. 
Let us put V,, = so+(V), so by hypothesis each hii acts trivially on V,, . 
By (3.15), p(V,,) is a G submodule of VG, and 
( tK, L - g V@(Y-l)V, r= v/v,. (4.8) 
We proceed to define a “lifting” map 
I/ : a(H, K) + a(G, K) 
which will turn out to be an additive homomorphism, and will indeed be the 
inverse of res : a(G, K) + a(H, K). First we shall define amap $,, : S-+ a(G, K), 
where S is the set of isomorphism classes of H modules. Then we shall verify 
that I,& is additive on K-split H-exact sequences, so #,, will induce an additive 
homomorphism I/. 
Define &(V) recursively by induction on the dimension of the H module V, 
starting with &,(O) = 0. Now let dim V > 1, assume &, defined on modules 
of smaller dimension, and set 
where V,, = soc&V) and v = V/V,, . As pointed out above, ,u( V,) is a 
G submodule of VG. Also note that when dim V = 1, then r = 0 and 
&o(V) = [VG/p( V)]. In this case each g, acts trivially on VG/p( V), and 
furthermore, 
res A07 = NVG/~(%d = I?? 
Step 2. Starting with a K-split H-exact sequence 
o+ V’S v-r: V”+O, 
we must verify that 
!Mv = h(V’) + &3O(v”) in u(G, K). 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
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Use induction on dim V; when dim V = 1, either V’ or V” is 0, and the 
result is clear. Now assume (4.11) f or modules of smaller dimension, and set 
v, = socjp, Y = V/V” , V, = SOCK( V’), V’ = v,/ v;, etc. 
Since (4.10) is K split, it gives rise to a pair of K-split H-exact sequences 
0-t Vo’-+ v,+ q-+0, o-+ V’-+ 7-b p-+0. (4.12) 
By the inductive hypothesis we have 
Am = h(W + @fwY in a(G, K). (4.13) 
From (4.10) we also obtain the sequence of G modules 
(4.14) 
Clearly & = 0, Or is manic, p is epic. Counting dimensions by use of (4.12), 
it is easily seen that this sequence is exact. If y : V” + V is the K homo- 
morphism which splits 8, so that j3~ = identity on V”, then define 
*. Y . V”G --f VG by 
Since eachg, centralizes H, and thus also K, clearly y* is a K homomorphism. 
Further, r*{p( Vi)} C p( V,,), so y* induces a K homomorphism 
V “G VG 
vpJ-,- ElvJ 
which splits j?. Thus the sequence (4.14) is K split, and we have 
[&] = [$$-I + [--$&I in 4G W WW 
On the other hand, from (4.12) we get the G-exact sequence 
and again we may use y to construct a K splitting for 8. Thus, 
[F] = [B’G] + [PG] in a(G, K). (4.16) 
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Using (4.9) for the definitions of I,$( V), $a( V’) and #,,( V”), we obtain from 
(4.15), (4.16) and (4.13): 
= [y&l + r&1 - [P] - [P] +$,(P) +$h(pp. 
This proves that (4.11) holds in general, and shows that there exists a well- 
defined additive homomorphism 
# : W, K) --t 4% K), (4.17) 
defined recursively by the formula 
(4.18) 
where V, = soc& V) and r = V/V,. 
Step 3. We shall now show that the restriction map carries a(G, K) onto 
a(H, K). Namely, we use induction on dim V to show that [V] E res u(G, K) 
for every H module V. The result is clear for I/’ = 0, so now let V # 0, 
and put V, = socx( V), a nonzero H submodule of V. From (4.8) we get 
[V] = res [--J&l - (r - 1) [g] in a(& K). 
But [V/V,] E res u(G, K) by the induction hypothesis. Hence, also 
[V] E res u(G, K), 
as claimed. Thus res is epic. 
Consider the mappings 
a(G, K) $ a(H, K). 
We shall prove that $ o yes is the identity map on u(G, K); this will show that 
yes is also manic, and hence that res is an isomorphism with inverse #. 
Further, since res is in any case a ring homomorphism, its inverse must also 
be a ring homomorphism. 
We must show that for each nonzero G module M, 
~PfHl = [Ml in a(G, K). 
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Use induction on dim M, and set MO = sot,(M), a nonzero G submodule of 
M. Since (MJK is semisimple [namely, equals sot,(M)], the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.6 tell us that each hij acts trivially on MO . We may use Lemma 4.5, 
since by hypothesis G/H is a p group, and thus each gi acts trivially on every 
composition factor of M,, . The hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are thus valid in 
this case, and so 
[-$f$-] = [f$$] in a(G, H). (4.19) 
But there is a ring homomorphism a(G, H) -+ a(G, K), so the above also 
holds in a(G, K). 
By definition of 4, we have 
VW&A = [$$ -II - CW 1’1 + t4M 1 -H 3 
where &i = M/M,, . Since dim %r < dim M, the inductive hypothesis tells 
us that #[zH] coincides with [M] in a(G, K). Using (4.19) we obtain 
$1~~1 = [‘I - [(IM,)7 + [ml in 42 K)- 
Now use (3.6), which holds in a(G, H) and, hence, also in a(G, K), so that the 
right-hand expression reduces to [M] itself. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
In closing, we remark that Theorem 4.7 does not mean that any H structure 
on a given representation module can always be extended to a G structure. 
This is seldom the case, as is shown by very simple examples. For instance, 
take Q of characteristic 2, and let G = (g), H = (g”), where $ = 1. Then 
is a 2-dimensional representation of H. But if V s M= for some G module M, 
then we must have V(g2) = identity matrix, impossible. On the other hand, 
if N is the G module affording the representation 
then 
Thus NH= V@ lH. 
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5. PRODUCT ISOMORPHISM THEOREM 
The purpose of this section is to strengthen Theorem 4.6 by weakening 
the hypothesis that G/H be a p group. Our main result is as follows. 
(5.1) THEOREM.+ We assume that 
(i) K n H n G, where G = UIC1g,H, g, = 1, and where each gi 
centralizes H. 
(ii) I f  g,gj = gLhgj , hij E H, then each hij acts trivially on every H module W 
for which W, is semisimple. 
(iii) The greatest common divisor of [G : H] and [H : l] is a power of p, 
possibly equal to 1. 
(iv) Thefield Q is a splitting$eldfor G and all of its subgroups. 
Then there is a ring isomorphism 
a(G, K) ec a(H, K) 0~ a(G/H, 1). 
Remark that (iii) holds automatically when H is a p group; if further each 
hij E K, then (ii) is clearly valid. This gives 
(5.2) COROLLARY. Assume (i), (iv) above, and let H be any p group. If 
K is any normal subgroup of H containing all of the elements {h,), then 
a(G, K) z a(H, K) @ a(G/H, 1). 
In particular, 
a(G, H) z a(H) 0 a(G/H, I), 
which shows that a(G, H) is Zfree in this case. 
Assume throughout this section that (+0-(v) of (5.1) hold true, though some 
of these hypotheses will not be used until later. We begin by defining a ring 
homomorphism 
w : a(G/H, 1) + a(G, K) (5.3) 
by viewing every G/H module F as a G module upon which H acts trivially, 
and setting w[Fj = [F]. Th en w is well-defined, since if 0 -+ F’ -+ F -+ F” -+ 0 
is an exact sequence of G/H modules, we may also consider it an exact 
sequence of G modules on which H acts trivially. This G sequence is then 
H split, hence also K split, so the relation [F] = [F’] + [F”] holds in a(G,K) 
t Added in proof: A simpler proof of Theorem 5.1 is given in [S]. This proof does not 
require Theorems 4.6 and 4.7 of the present article, and so includes those results as 
special cases. Furthermore, it is shown in [8] that the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 
is valid under slightly weaker hypotheses, namely, condition (ii) may be omitted 
entirely, and condition (i) may be weakened by assuming K to be any subgroup of H, 
not necessarily normal. Likewise, in Corollary 5.2, we need not require that K be 
normal in H, and the condition on the elements {hi,} is superfluous. 
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as well as in a(G/H, 1). Thus w is well-defined, and is obviously a ring 
homomorphism. 
On the other hand, we defined a lifting homomorphism 
# : u(H, K) + a(G, K) 
by means of formula (4.18). That portion of the proof of Theorem 4.6 
depended only on hypotheses (i) and (ii) above, and not on any restriction on 
the index [G : H]. Note that at this point # is just an additive homomorphism, 
though we shall show eventually that in this case too, just as in (4.6), # is a 
ring homomorphism. Now define the additive homomorphism 
A : a(H, K) oz a(G/H, 1) $3 a(G, K), 
by setting for each H module V and each G/H module F, 
4VlO PI> = @‘I - PI in a(G, K). 
(5.4) 
We shall prove Theorem 5.1 by showing that A is a ring isomorphism. First, 
however, we must investigate the naturality properties of A and $ relative 
to induction and restriction. 
In defining the map I/ recursively, we needed to construct a G submodule 
p( V,,) of VG, and we had defined p( V,,) as the Q subspace of VG generated by 
the elements 
{g* @ vo - 1 @ v)o : 2 < i < r, a, E V,}. 
Thus this submodule p( V,,) depends on our initial choice of coset represen- 
tatives (g, ,..., gr>. If H C Gl C G, where Gi is a subgroup of G, then we may 
choose a subset of the {gi}, say {gi : 1 < i < s}, as coset representatives 
of H in G,; using this subset, we may construct a Gr submodule pl(V,,) of 
Ircl, namely that spanned by the elements 
I gi@v,,-l@ver,:G,=~g,H , vo E vo * 1 I 
We then define #r : a(H, K) --+ a(G, , K) by the analogue of formula (4.18). 
We shall follow this procedure, without further comment, for all groups Gr 
between G and H. Note that hypotheses (i), (ii) are equally valid for the 
triple K n H a G, . 
(5.5) LEMMA. Keeping hypotheses (i) und (ii), let KC H C Gl C G, and 
de$ne #I : a(H, K) -+ u(G, , K) us above. Then thefollowing diagram commutes: 
a(H, K) 
4G K)r- 4Gl , K). 
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Proof. To fix the notation, let 
G=g,Hu...ug,H, Gl =g,Hu .a. ug,H, g, = 1. 
Each left coset of GI in G is a union of left cosets of H in G, hence contains 
some g, , 1 < i < Y. Thus we may write 
G = () x,G, = fi 6 x,giH, Xl = 1, 
Z=l j=lZ=l 
where each xz is chosen from the set {gi : 1 < i < r}. The collection (xzgj} 
need not coincide with the set {gi : 1 < i < r}. However, we shall show that 
p(VO) is spanned over Q by the set of elements 
{xzgj@v,-l@vv,: 1 <Z<t,l <j<s;v,EVO}. (5.6) 
For suppose that x,gjH = giH> and that xz = g, , say. Then xrgj = g,gj = 
g,h,j , so 
xzgj @ o,, - 1 @ v,, = gi @ h,p,, - 1 @ v,, . 
But V, = soc,V, and by (ii) each hkj acts trivially on V, . Therefore, the 
right hand expression becomes gi @ oO - 1 @ v,, , which shows that the 
elements (5.6) do indeed span p( V,). 
To prove the lemma we must show that for each H module V, res #[VI = 
&[ V] in a(G, , K). Using induction on dim V, let dim V > 1, and assume the 
result for modules of lower dimension. St V, = socKV, r = V/V,, . From 
formula (4.18) and its analogue for G, , and making use of the induction 
hypothesis, the problem is reduced to proving that 
res [-$$I -res[V’] = [--$&I - [V”l] (5.7) 
a G submodule of VG/p( V,,). Then W, E V, , and there is a G-exact sequence 
o-+ w4 VG/p(VJ+ P-+0. 
Likewise, setting 
w 
1 
= 1 0 VII + PI(VO) _ vo” 
Pl(VcJ I4 Vo) ' 
we have (W,), z V, , and there is a Gr-exact sequence 
0 + w, 2 vGypl( V,) + VG1 -+ 0. 
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Since g, ,...,g, all act trivially on W and on W, , we see at once that 
WG, E W, , the isomorphism being the obvious one. But there is then a 
commutative diagram 
where (for the moment) 
Let us check that p, o are indeed well-defined H homomorphisms (whence 
certainly K homomorphisms). Since p(Vo) is spanned by the elements (5.6), 
and pr( V,) by {gi @ w. - 1 @ w. : 2 < j < s; w. E V,}, it is clear that 
44 Vo)> c i-4 Vo), Pb4 VON c Pd Vo). 
Thus p and u are defined on the indicated quotient modules. Both are 
obviously H homomorphisms since the elements {xr} and {gJ all centralize H. 
The diagram is commutative (that is, pa = cur , IJQL~ = a) since the elements in 
the image of OL have the form 1 @ w. + p( V,), and analogously for those in 
the image of CQ . 
It follows at once from the Pushout Lemma 1.1 that 
res [&I -res[coker cx] = [---$$I - [coker 4 
in a(G, , K). But coker OL = rG, coker oc, = pG1, which proves (5.7) and 
the lemma. 
As pointed out in Section 1, there are induction maps 
ind : a(G, , K) -+ a(G, K), ind : u(G,/H, 1) + u(G/H, l), 
where H C Gr C G. Also, there is a well-defined map 
~1: @,/H, 1) --c a@,, K), 
and we may set d, = #r @ wr . Then we have: 
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(5.8) LEMMA. There is a commutative diagram 
a(H, K) @ a(G/H, 1) s a(G, K) 
l@ind 
t 1 
r@res ind rep 
t1 
W, K) 0 4GlIH9 1) m 4G , K) 
where @ is over Z. 
Proof. Let V be an H module, F a G/H module. Then 
rewi-VI 0 m = =+t4~1 l Fl> 
= res +[V] - res[F] 
= MVI . [F,J bY (5.5) 
= 4WlO =Vl>. 
This proves that the square with downward arrows is commutative. 
On the other hand, ifF, is a G,/H module then we can form F,GfH and view 
it as H-trivial G module, or equivalently we can view Fl as GI module and 
form FIG, getting the same module as before. Hence, if V is any H module, 
we have 
41 0 in4WlO [FIIN 
= W7 - [F~Gl 
= {@es WI) - FdG by Frobenius reciprocity theorem. 
= GJwl - l?dG bY (5.5) 
= inWW’1 0 W>. 
This proves that the square with upward arrows is also commutative and the 
lemma is established. 
Our goal is to prove that A is a ring isomorphism. The key step is the use 
of the naturality properties of d given in (5.8), together with Brauer’s 
induction theorem. This method was introduced by Swan [9], and later 
axiomatized in [3]. Our approach here will be self-contained, however. 
Recall that an elementary group is a direct product of a cyclic group and a 
prime power group. 
(5.9) LEMMA. Let G/H be an elementary group, and assume (iii) holds, that 
is, GCD ([G : H], [H : I]) = power ofp. Then 
A : a(H, K) @ a(G/H, 1) z a(G, K) 
is a ring isomorphism. 
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Proof. We need only assume G/H nilpotent, in fact. We may write G/H 
as a direct product of a p’ group G,/H and a p group G,IH, where 
G1 n G, = H, and each Gi n G. The hypothesis shows that [G, : H] is 
prime to [H : 11, so by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem (together with the fact 
that H has a set of centralizing coset representatives in G,), we may write 
G1 = H x B for some p’ group B. Since B is a normal Hall subgroup of G, , 
we have B n G, and thus G = G, x B. 
Consider the following diagram 
4G , K) 0 44 1) A 4H, K) 0 a(GIH, 1) 
where the maps y, TV are defined as follows: given any B module F, we may 
form the G module 1 o, #F, the outer tensor product of 1 o, and F. This is a 
G module on which H acts trivially, hence can also be thought of as a G/H 
module. Clearly w[l o, #F] = [ 1 o, #F], where on the left 1 #F is viewed as 
G/H module. Now let N be any G2 module, and set 
rW 0 F’l) = [NH‘] 0 DC, #FL PWI 0 PI) = P’#Fl. 
We are going to show that the diagram commutes, and that both y and p 
are ring isomorphisms. Thence so is A, and the lemma will be proved. 
First of all, the map [F] --f [lo, #F] gi ves a ring isomorphism a(B, 1) s 
u(G/H, l), since G/H E (G,/H) x B, and G.JH is a p group. Further, the 
map [N] + [NJ gives a ring isomorphism u(G, , K) z u(H, K), since we 
can apply Theorem 4.6 to the triple KC H C G, (note that the hypotheses 
of (4.6) hold true for this triple). Consequently the map y is also a ring 
isomorphism. On the other hand, the main Theorem 5.1 of [6] asserts that p 
is a ring isomorphism. Hence, it remains to prove that the diagram commutes, 
that is, 
WHI * L1G2 #q = [N#Fl in a(G, K). 
Since [N#Fj = [N# Is][lo, #F], t i su ffi ces to prove that #[NH] = [N# ls]. 
Setting M = N # 1s , we have M, e N,, so we must show that 
VwfHl = Pa 
Use induction on dim N. Set N, = socKN, a G, submodule of N, and 
put I= N/N, . If we let M,, = N,, # 1s) then MO = soc,M, a G submodule 
of M. Clearly a = &l/M, = N# lB , so by the induction hypothesis 
$[ic;i;I] = [Ml. Now by definition 
#[MIT] = [$$$ - [(~II)~I + #[MEA 
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We wish to apply Theorem 4.1. By condition (ii), each h, acts trivially on M, , 
since M,, = socKM. If L is any G composition factor of MO, then B acts 
trivially on L, and as in the proof of Lemma 4.5, the p group G,/H acts on L. 
The argument there shows that each gi acts trivially on L, since we may write 
gi = aibi , ai E G, , bi E B, where a,aj = a,h, . The hypotheses of Theorem 
4.1 thus hold true in this case, so using that theorem we obtain 
We have used the induction hypothesis to replace ~,@a~] by [aHI. But then 
by (3.6) we get #[MHI = WI, as desired. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.1 by showing that there is a ring 
isomorphism 
A : a(H, K) oz a(G/H, 1) E a(G, K). 
By Brauer’s induction theorem [see [I], (40.111, there exist elementary 
subgroups GJH of G/H, and elements yd E a(GJH, 1) such that 
Pcml = c (yd”* in 4W-4 1). 
If we view each yi as Gi module with trivial H action, and denote it by xi 
[so xi = wi(yi)], the above becomes 
[ICI = ~xiG in a(G, K). 
8 
Introduce the symbols indi , resi , Ai whose meanings will be clear from the 
commutative diagram below (see Lemma 5.8): 
a(H, K) @ a(G/H, 1) --f-+ 4G K) 
l@indi 
t 1 
lgresi ind, re& 
11 
a(H, K) 0 a(GdH, 1) di a(Gi , W. 
(5.10) 
Since each GJH is elementary, Lemma 5.9 tells us that each Ai is a ring 
isomorphism. 
Let us show that A is epic. For any G-module M, the following holds true 
in a(G, K): 
[M] = [MJ[lo] = C [Mj * Xi’ = C (reQM] * xi)‘. 
&/14/2-II 
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But di is epic, so res<[M] * xi = A&,) for some xi . Therefore 
[IM] = C ind,d&) = A (c (1 @ indJ zi) 
by (5.10). This proves that A is an epimorphism. 
To show that A is manic, let d(u) = 0. Since each Ai is manic, (5.10) gives 
(1 @ res& = 0 for each i. Now 
u = uWHl 0 Pd) = u - c (1 0 in4)(Ud @rd. 
Write 
u =pd3% where or E a(H, K), wz E a(G/H, 1). 
Then we have 
u = C {VI 0 WZ>{(~ 0 in4)(Pd OYd> 
Z,i 
= ; vz 0 @z * ind, ri) = C v1 @I ind,(resP, . ri) 
= $ (1 0 iWi([ld C9-Y;: $: (1 0 r4h 0 ~8 
= T.(l @ inda){([lH] @ri)(l @ resi) U} = 0. 
This proves that A is manic, and in fact shows that in the commutative 
diagram 
a(H;K) @ a(G/H, 1) ’ - 4G K) 
1 ni(l@resi) 1 nrmi 
II u(H, K) 0 u(Gi/H, 1) x n u(Gi 3 K) 
t * 
the vertical maps are ring monomorphisms. But each A, is a ring isomorphism 
by (5.9), whence A is also a ring monomorphiim. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 5.1. 
6. IMAGE OF THE RESTRICTION MAP 
Throughout this section let H A G, but drop the hypothesis that H have 
centralizing coset representatives in G. We shall return here to the concept of 
quasi-G-structures on self-conjugate H modules as defined in Section 3 [see 
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(3.9)-(3.14)]. In the preceding two sections we never used the full force of 
Theorem 3.14, but only its Corollary 3.15 dealing with the special case of 
centralizing coset representatives. In the present section we shall use Theorem 
3.14 to help describe the image of the restriction map 
res : a(G, H) -+ a(H), 
which has already played so large a role in our determination of the structure 
of a(G, H). 
It seems reasonable to conjecture that when G/H is a p group, then res is 
a monomorphism. By Theorem 4.7 we know this to be true in the case of 
centralizing coset representatives. It would also hold in general (assuming 
H n G and G/H ap group) as a consequence of Proposition 3.8, provided we 
know that a(G, H) is torsionfree-but that is an even more interesting 
conjecture! 
Clearly res a(G, H) = res a(G), so we might just as well work with the map 
res : a(G) -+ a(H). In order to obtain a reasonable description of res a(G), 
we have had to require some additional hypotheses, which are probably 
somewhat stronger than necessary. Specifically, we shall need to assume that 
the field 52 is algebraically closed, or at any rate sufficiently large. More 
important, however, we must introduce some conditions on the second 
cohomology groups H2(E/H, Q*), w h ere E/H is a subgroup of G/H, and s2* 
is the multiplicative group of nonzero elements of a, with trivial action of 
E/H on 52”. 
We begin with some simple remarks. Let V be any indecomposable H 
module, and define its truce (denoted by tr V or tro V) to be the H direct sum 
of a full set of mutually nonisomorphic G conjugates of V. To describe this 
explicitly, let E be the inertia group of V, that is, 
E = {x E G : x @ V z V as H modules}. 
I f  G = Ufl x,E, x1 = 1, then the H modules (xi @ V : 1 < i < s} give all 
of the distinct G conjugates of V, so that 
trV=x,@V@***@x,@V. (6.1) 
Clearly tr V is a self-conjugate H module. 
(6.2) PROPOSITION. Let H A G, and denote by T the additive subgroup of 
the representation ring u(H) gewuted by all self-conjugute H modules. Then 
(i) yes u(G) C T. 
(ii) T is a subring of u(H). 
(iii) As udditive group, T is free on the set of generators {[tr V]} where V 
ranges over a full set of mutually nonconjugate indecomposuble H modules. 
(iv) T is a direct summund of the additive group a(H). 
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Proof. Let M be any G module, and let g E G. The map g @ Mn --f M, , 
defined byg @ m + gm, is easily verified to be an H isomorphism. Thus MH 
is self-conjugate, and res[M] E T, so (i) holds. 
Assertion (ii) is trivial. To prove (iii), note that for any indecomposable 
H module V, surely [tr V] E T. Conversely let W be any self-conjugate 
H module, and write W = V, @ .a* @ V, (indecomposables). Since 
g @ W z W for each g E G, it is clear that each of the G conjugates of V, 
(say) occurs in this direct sum with the same multiplicity as Vi . Grouping 
conjugates, we see then that W is a direct sum of traces of indecomposable 
modules, as claimed. The rest of (iii) is then obvious, as is (iv), so the proposi- 
tion is established. 
Suppose now that G = UiCIg,H, g, = 1, and let V be any self-conjugate 
H-module. Recall from Section 3 that a quasi-G-structure on V consists of 
a family {I& : x E G} of Q automorphisms of V satisfying 
h - a,bz = I+$ * h”, $,a = h, #ia = $z - h, h E H, x E G. (6.3) 
Such a family is obtained by starting with a system of automorphisms 
{lG,j : 1 < i < r} such that 
*g, = 13 h * $,, = &,, * hgi, hEH, 1<;<r, 
and then setting #,.n = &,i * h. An H submodule V, of V was called suitable 
relative to this qua&G-structure if 
Av(~ovo) = vo 9 b2/ = *A on Vo9 x,ycG. 
If this is the case, there is a quasi-G-structure {$J on V/V, , given by 
$& + VrJ) = k?(Q) + VII . 
In particular, V/V, is also self-conjugate. 
The following result is basic. 
(6.4) PROPOSITION. Let Sz be algebraically closed, and let Q* be the multi- 
plicative subgroup consisting of all nonzero elements of Q. Let H n G have coset 
representatives 1 = g, , g, ,..., g, , and set g,gj = g,hij , hii E H. Suppose that 
(i) Each hij acts trivially on every irreducible H module. 
(ii) H2(E/H, Q*) = 0 for every subgroup E/H of G/H, where E/H acts 
trivially on Q*. 
Then for every nonzero self-conjugate H module V, there exists a quasi-G- 
structure on V which admits a nonxero suitable submodule V, of V. 
Proof. Step 1. For V any self-conjugate indecomposable H module set 
E(V) = HomQdV, VI, L?(V) = E(V)/rad E(V), 
where rad is the usual radical. Since V is indecomposable and 52 is algebraically 
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closed, E(V) is a completely primary ring and 8(V) E s2 (see [l], (54.8)). 
Now V has a quasi-G-structure {& : x E G} since V is self-conjugate. Define 
e(V) = {v E V : (rad E(V))v = 0}, 
which is a nonzero H submodule of V because rad E(V) is nilpotent. For 
any f E E(V) and any x E G, we have 
4b,fC> = Aif * A” * $3 = #ef#2 * 4 hcH. 
Thus t+45f#;1 E E(V), so the map f + &f#.$ gives a ring automorphism of 
E(V), and carries rad E(V) onto itself. Hence, for z, E e(V), 
(I& . rad E(V) - J/L’) et = 0, 
which shows that #;‘v E 8(V). This establishes the relation 
A#4 V)> = e(v), XEG. 
Let us now define e,(V) = socH 0(V), a nonzero H submodule of V. If 
W is any irreducible H submodule of e(V), then so is &c(W), and, therefore, 
also 
haw7> = f4m x E G. (6.5) 
We intend to show that we can modify the original set {&} so as to make 
0,(V) suitable for the modified quasi-G-structure on V. 
For x, y E G, let F(x, y) = &&,#;~. It is easily seen that F(x, y) E E(V). 
But E( V)/rad E(V) g Q, so we may choose 01(x, y) E Q such that 
F(x, y) - 01(x, y) . id, E rad E(V). 
Clearly ~l(x, y) # 0 since F(x, y) is an H automorphism of V. Since 
(rad E(V)) * e(V) = 0, this gives 
(clgk = 4~~ Y)Y& on w3 x,y~G. (6.6) 
In other words, x -+ I+& is a projective representation of G on e(V) with factor 
set OL : G x G + Q*. 
Using this, we shall obtain a projective representation of G/H on 8,(V) 
with factor set determined by (Y, as follows: the elements of G/H are 
{gi : 1 < i < Y}, where gi = giH, the map gi + #,, , 1 < i < r, makes 
G/H act on Q,(V). If gigi = g,hij , hii E H, then by (6.6) 
Ai - *q = 4gi 9 A!J $9, * h, on e(v). 
Since h, acts trivially on 0,(V) by hypothesis (i), the above becomes 
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But gigj = gr , so the above is precisely the assertion that the map gi -+ &,i 
gives a projective representation of G/H on O,(V), with factor set 0~. By 
hypothesis (ii), H2(G/H, sZ*) = 0, and so the factor set 01 (on G/H) is 
equivalent to the trivial factor set. Thus there exist elements ur ,..., u, E D*, 
ur = 1, such that 
+i 9 gj) = Wj”;19 1 < i, j < Y. 
Replacing hi b u;‘&~ and changing notation, (6.5) and (6.7) become 
#z . 4( v  = 4( 0 A?, - hj = 947, on WQ 1 < i, j < Y, (6.8) 
where gigj = g& , hii E H. But in that case we may prove that 
9W, = by on W9 x,y~G. (6.9) 
For let 
x = gih, Y = gjk gigj = g&j 3 h, k, hij E H. 
Then 
SO on e,(v) 
xy = gih . gjk = gigj - h’jk = g, . h, - h’jk, 
I,&&, = yGg, . h . #,, . k = #,,+,, . hgik = $,, - h’jk 
[We have again used the fact that hi, is trivial on O,( I’)]. 
Finally, Eqs. (6.8) and (6.9) tell us that O,(V) is suitable relative to the new 
set of &‘s on V. 
Step 2. Now let I/ be any self-conjugate H module, not necessarily 
indecomposable. The proof of (6.1) h s ows that V may be expressed as a direct 
sum of modules tr W, with W indecomposable. It clearly suffices to prove 
the proposition for the case where V = tr W. Let E be the inertia 
group of the indecomposable H module W, so H C E. I f  we write 
G =x,Eu *--~x,E,x, = l,then 
V=trW=x,@W@--*@x,@WCWG. 
Now W is H isomorphic to each of its E conjugates, and Hz(E/H, 52*) = 0 
by hypothesis. Condition (i) is of course also valid for the pair E, H. Hence, 
by Step 1 there exists a quasi-E-structure {&, : y  E E} on W which admits a 
nonzero suitable H submodule W,, of W. Set V,, = C@ xi @ W, C WC, so 
V, is an H submodele of V. We shall construct a quasi-G-structure 
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{Pi : g E G} on V such that I’, is suitable relative to it. To each g E G there 
is associated a permutation j +i’ of theset (l,..., s], where 
g * x*E = xj*E. 
Set 
g ’ Xj = Xj’ . e, e = e(g,j) E E. (6.10) 
Define the L2 automorphism v* of V by 
Q91xj 0 wu) = xj’ 0 #ews mew, 1 <j<S. 
We shall verify that (6.3) holds with CJJ in place of #, showing thus that 
{vV : g E G} is a quasi-G-structure on V. First of all, for h E H we have 
(h * Qg)(Xj @ W) = h(Xj* @ l/GeW) = Xj’ @ hx”#ew, 
while on the other hand [by (6.10)] 
(~9 * h’)(xj @ W) = Qg(Xj @ h”‘w) = vg(xj @ h2jp”w) 
= x,~ @ t,b. - h”i*“w = xi. @ h”‘t+$w. 
Thus h * vg = ‘prr - hg on V. 
Second, (6.10) gives (for g E G, h E H) 
and so 
gh - xj = gxj - h”f = xjt - eh”j 
but also 
‘P~~(x~ @ w) = xj, 0 qQ&.u) = xi, 0 $, - h’jw; 
(Q~ . h)(xj @ w) = (pg(xr @ h”fw) = x,’ @ I,!I~ - hnjw. 
Hence, P)~,, = Qg . h on I’, as desired. Takingg = 1 and noting that+, = idy , 
we obtain Q~ = h on V. This completes the verification that {Q~ : g E @ is a 
quasi-G-structure on I’. 
It remains to prove I’, suitable. Since I,$,( W,,) = W, , y E.E, it is apparent 
that Qg(vo) = V,, , g E G. Next we check that 
Qg ’ Qt = Qgt on vo 9 g,tEG. (6.11) 
Write txj = xru, gxr = xr,e, with u, e E E. Then 
gt * x, = g(xp) = Xf l eu, 
and therefore (for wa E W,) 
(QgQt)(xj O WO) = Qg(Xt O ‘!‘u%) = XI/ O $d/hf% * 
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On the other hand 
But W,, is suitable for (h}, so #,& = #,, on W,, . This proves (6.11), so I’, 
is indeed suitable for {IJ+>, and the proposition is established. 
The following generalization of Step 1, proof of Theorem 4.6, is the major 
result of this section. 
(6.12) THEOREM. Suppose the hypotheses of (6.4) are valid. Then the image 
of the restriction map 
res : a(G) + a(H) 
is precisely the subring T of a(H) generated by all self-conjugate H modules. 
Proof. We showed in (6.2) that res a(G) C T, so we need only prove by 
induction on dim Vthat [V] E res a(G) for each G-self-conjugate H module V. 
By Proposition 6.4 there exists a quasi-G-structure {I+& : x E G} on V, and a 
nonzero H submodule I’, of V which is suitable relative to it. As pointed out 
in the discussion preceding (6.4), the H module v = V/V, is also self- 
conjugate. 
By the second part of Theorem 3.14, there is an H isomorphism 
t “K) 1, - N V@(r-1)V. - 
But [ 81 E res a(G) by the induction hypothesis. Thus also [V] E res a (G), and 
the theorem is proved. 
In order to obtain some corollaries, several remarks about hypotheses (i) 
and (ii) of (6.4) are needed. First of all, condition (i) is automatically satisfied 
if there exists a p subgroup L normal in H such that each hij EL. This follows 
from Clifford’s Theorem ([I], Section 49). In particular, (i) holds whenever H 
is itself a p group. 
Condition (ii) is the requirement that 
Ha(E/H, sZ*) = 0, E/H = subgroup of G/H. (6.13) 
This surely holds whenever E/H is a p group (see [l], (53.3), for example). 
On the other hand, (6.13) is also valid when E/H is cyclic, since Sz is algebrai- 
cally closed. (To see this, note that by periodicity of cohomology for cyclic 
groups, H2(E/H, sZ*) g HO(E/H, Q*), the latter denoting the reduced 
O-dimensional cohomology group. Since E/H is finite and Q is algebraically 
closed, every element in Q* is an E/H norm, so HO(E/H, Q*) = 0). 
Now let E/H be arbitrary. By a familiar restriction-corestriction argument 
in cohomology, it follows that if all q-Sylow subgroups of E/H are cyclic for 
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all primes 4 # p, then again (6.13) is true. But this hypothesis on Sylow 
subgroups is inherited by subgroups of E/H, and so we obtain: 
(6.14) COROLLARY. Let 52 be algebraically closed, and let H be a normal 
p subgroup of G. Suppose that for each prime q # p, the q-Sylow subgroups of 
G/H are cyclic. Then the image of res : a(G) + a(H) equals the subring T of 
a(H) generated by all self-conjugate H-modules. 
As a special case of this, we record 
(6.15) COROLLARY. Let H n G, H = p group, J2 algebraically closed. If 
G is also a p group, or more generally if the p-free part of [G : H] is squarefree, 
then res a(G) = T. 
7. CONJECTURES 
(7.1) CONJECTURE. For any G and H, the relative Grothendieck ring 
a(G, H) is Zfree. 
We have proved this in a large number of special cases: 
(i) H n G, H cyclic p group ([3], Theorem 3.4). 
(ii) H C G, H cyclic, G = p group (Theorem 2.1). 
(iii) H n G, G = p group, H has centralizing coset representatives in G 
(Theorem 4.7). 
(iv) H n G, H = p group with centralizing coset representatives in G, Q 
algebraically closed (Corollary 5.2). 
(v) G = A, or S, , H = nonnormal subgroup of order 2, IR of charac- 
teristic 2 (see [7]). 
(7.2) CONJECTURE. Assume H n G, G = p group, ~2 algebraically closed 
Then 
res : a(G, H) c T, 
where T is the subring of a(H) g enerated by all self-conjugate H modules. 
We showed in (6.15) that res a(G, H) = T under the given hypotheses. The 
conjecture holds true when 
(i) H C G, H cyclic (Theorem 2.1). 
(ii) H has centralizing coset representatives in G (Theorem 4.7). Note that 
(7.2) is a consequence of (7.1), since by Proposition 3.8 the kernel of res is 
a torsion subgroup of a(G, H). 
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It would be of interest to determine the image res a(G) in a(H) in general. 
Of course res a(G) C T when H A G. However, it is unlikely that 
res a(G) = T, even when H is a normal p subgroup of G. This can be seen 
from the special case where H is a p-Sylow subgroup of G. 
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